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NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY
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CHARGESHEET
(U/s 173 Cr P C)

IN THE COURT OF SPECIAL JUDGE FOR NIA CASES, PANCHKULA
HARYANA

STATE

V/s

NABA KUMAR SARKAR @ SWAMI ASIMANAND AND OTHERS

Name of the Branch : National Investigation Agency,
New Delhi.

FIR No. :09/2010

Year :2010

Date : 29/07/2010

2. Final Report! Charge Sheet No. : 03-A

3. Date : 09/08/20 12

4. Section(s) of Law : Section, 120-3, 302, 307, 324,
326, 124-A, 438 & 440 of IPC,
Section 150,151,152 of Railways Act,
Section 3, 4, 6 of Explosive
Substances Act 1908 & Section 3, 4
of Prevention of damage of Public
Property Act 1984 and Section 13,16,
18 & 23 of UA (P) Act.

5. Type of Final Report : Supplementary chargesheet
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6. If Final Report un-occurred-False/
Mistake of fact! Mistake of law!
Non Cognizable/ Civil Nature : No

7. If charge sheeted: Original!
Supplementary : Supplementary

8. Name of Investigating Officer Shri. Vishal Garg,
Addi. Supt. of Police,
NrA, New Delhi.

9. Name of the Complainant! : Shri Ranjit Singh, ASI 624,
Informant Police Post GRP

Panipat, Haryana

10. Details of properties! Articles/
Documents recovered!
Seized during
Investigation and relied upon As per the list enclosed in

Annexure B & C

11. Particulars of accused persons charge sheeted

A-6

a. Name Kamal Chauhan @ Bhai Saab @
Badrinarayan @ Lucky @ Vijay

b. Father’s Name Radhey Shyam Chauhan
c. Age 28Yrs
d. Se Male
e. Nationality Indian
f. Passport Details -

g. Religion Hindu
h. Occupation Farmer/property dealer
i. Address (present) House No.232, Murkhera, Tehsil - Hatod,

P.S Depalpur, Indore, (MP)

j. Address (permanent) As above
k. Whether Arrested on 12.02.20 12 and presently in

Arrested/On Judicial custody
Bail/Absconding
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A-i

a. Name Amit Ashok @ Prince @ Sunny @ Amit

Chowhan Ashwani

b. Father’s Name Sh. Sudhir Chowhan
ge Aro4_

d. Sex Male
e. Nationality Indian
f. pqpetails N!

o______

h. Occupation Not known
i. Address (present Not Known

Addre erm Not Known -

k. Whether Absconding
Arrested!On

Bail/Abscondig

12. Particulars of accused persons not Charge Sheeted:

a. Name Rajender Chaudhary Dashrat

Samundar

b. Father’s Name Sh. Vikram Singh
c. Age around 32 yr
d. Sex Male

e. !oly___ Indian
f. Passport Details Not Known

g. Religion Hindu
h. Occupation Agriculture, Milk farming, Wrestler
i. Address (present) Gari Moh.alla Depalpur, PS Depalpur

Indore (M.P.)

j. Address (permanent) Gari Mohalla Depalpur, PS Depalpur
Indore (M.P.)

k, Whether Absconding
Arrested/On

Bail/Absconding
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13. (i) Particulars of

Witnesses examined Separate list attached as Anuexure-A

(ii) List of documents Separate list attached as Annexure-B

(iii) List of articles : Separate list attached as Annexure-C

14, If FIR is false, action taken N.A

15. Result of laboratory analysis

a) The result of laboratory analysis pertains to instant case have been

submitted before the Hon’ble Court with the chargesheet no. 03/2011

dated 20.06.2011.

b) The material exhibits of the instant case submitted vide chargesheet no.

03/2011 dated 20.06.2011 were sent to CFSL Hyderabad after taking

due permission from the Special Court NIA. The comparative report for

comparing the seized remains of IEDs (Improvised Explosive devises) of

this case with seized material remains of lED of Mecca Masjid blast,

Ajmer blast, Malegaon blast (2006 and 2008) and Modassa blast is still

awaited.

16. Brief facts of the case

16.1 The instant case pertains to a “terrorist act” in which bomb blasts

were carried out by a group of people in pursuance of a criminal conspiracy with

an intent to threaten the Unity, Integrity, Security and Sovereignty of India and
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to strike terror in the people of India and in a foreign country. The terrorist

offence was committed by using Improvised Explosive Devices (I.E,Ds) alongwith

the highly inflammable substances, which caused blasts and consequent fire in

the compartments of the train no. 4001 Up Attari (Samjhauta) Express at

Panipat, Haryana on 18th Feb 2007. These bomb blasts and consequent fire in

the train resulted in the death of 68 persons (64 civil passengers + 04 Railway

officials> including women and children travelling in the same train. The

explosion and consequent fire in the train resulted in the incineration and

destruction of several train coaches, thus causing huge loss to the public

property of the Indian Railways. In this ‘terrorist act”, not only Indian civilians

and Government officials got killed and injured but a large number of Pakistani

nationals also got killed.

16.2 The initial investigation vide FIR No. 28/2007 dated 19.02.2007 was

conducted by GRP/ SIT Haryana Police and subsequently in compliance of order

no. 11034/ 16/2010-IS/VT dated 26-07-2010 of Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt.

of India, New Delhi, the National Investigation Agency (NIA) took over the

investigation by registering the instant case as Cr. No. 09/2010, dated 29th July

2010.

16.3 The investigation has established that on 18.02.2007, the train no.

4001 (UP) Attari Express (Samjhauta Express) started from Delhi Station

Junction (Old Delhi Railway Station) at about 2250 Hrs for Attari in Punjab. The

two general bogies of the train (OS 03431 and OS 14857) caught fire after two

bomb explosions at about 23:53 Hrs while passing through Diwana Railway

Station (near Panipat, Haryana). As a result, 68 persons (64 civil passengers
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and 04 officials) were killed and 12 persons got injured. Two unexploded

suitcase bombs were also found in other compartments of the same train, which

were later defused/destroyed

16.4 The initial investigation could establish that suitcase covers of the two

unexploded bombs planted in one compartment found at the scene of crime

were stitched at Kothari market Indore and procured by the terrorists on 14th

Feb. 2007 (just four days prior to the blast).

16.5 The initial investigation could establish that the accused persons were

agitated and angry with the Islamic Jehadi/terrorist attacks on Hindu temples

such as Akshardham (Gujarat), Raghunath Mandir (Jammu) and Sankat Mochan

Mandir (Varanasi).

16.6 The accused persons namely (A-i) Naba Kumar Sarkar @ Swami

Asimanand(Presently in Judicial Custody), (A-2) Sunil Joshi @ Manoj @ Quruji

(since dead), (A-3) Ramchandra Kalsangra @ Ramji @ Vishnu Patel

(Absconder), (A-4) Sandeep Dange @ Teacher (Absconder),(A-5) Lokesh Sharma

@ Ajay @ Kalu (Presently in Judicial Custody), propounded a theory of” Bomb

Ka badla bomb”. The conspiratorial meetings, trainings and execution of the

plan were brought out in the initial chargesheet no. 03/2011 filed against above

mentioned accused persons before Hon’ble Spi. Court, NIA Panchkula on

20.06.2011. However further investigation continued U/s 173(8) Cr.P.C, to

unearth the larger conspiracy and to apprehend the absconders of the case. The

further investigation was conducted to,
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• To collect more evidence on the common intention and meeting of mind

of co-accused persons to carry out the train blast.

a To collect evidence on who made the bombs, who planted them and how

and from where raw materials for making the bombs were procured.

a To collect evidence on who, how and from where the necessary finances

and technical knowhow were arranged/obtained.

16,7 The accused (A.1) Asimariand and Bharat Mohan Rateshwer @ l3harat

Bhai in their judicial confession recoded U/s 164 Cr.P.C. had revealed several

details regarding the conspiracy meeting held at Thakurghar, Valsad (house of

Bharat Bhai). The details of bomb planters, assemblers, procurement of lED

material etc. as was never shared by the mastermind Late Sunil Joshi (A-2)

with other co-conspirators as agreed by the conspirators in Thakurghar meeting

in June 2006 that, “no group should know about the details and working of

other group”. During the initial investigation, it was revealed that “Sandeep

Dange @ Teacher (A-4) and his men were instrumental in causing blasts in

Samjhauta Express train. The same is further established during the

investigation U/s 173(8) Cr.P.C of sequences of events leading to planting the

bombs in Samjhauta train on 18.02.2007 was also revealed.

16.8 This supplementary chargesheet is being filed in continuation

of chargesheet No.03/2011 dated 20.6.2011 filed In the case.

16.9 With the leave of the court, extensive investigations were conducted

in Faridabad, Delhi, Indore, Dewas, Meerut and other cities of Jharkhand,

Gujarat and Uttrakhand. Numbers of witnesses were examined. The following

facts became evident:
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i. That trainings were organized at Bagli in Dewas Distt. and Faridabad to

impart training to the planters regarding preparation of bomb, firing of

pistol etc.

ii. That the place of assembling the JEDs was identified.

iii. That the individual role of Lokesh Sharma, Kamal Chauhan, Amit Hakia

and Rajcndcr Choudhary Samandar was found out.

iv. That the sequence of the journey of the planters from Indore to Old Delhi

Railway Station for planting the bombs and their escape route became

evident.

v. That the association, preparation, previous and subsequent conduct of

accused Kamal Chauhan, Amit Hakia and other co-accused persons could

be ascertained.

16,10 As mentioned in the main chargesheet, Late Sunil Joshi r/o Dewas was

the mastermind who planned and coordinated the exeäution of the bomb blasts

in Samjhauta Express train with the assistance of his close associates

Ramchandra Kalsangra, Sandeep Dange and Lokesh Sharma in furtherance of

the conspiracy entered into by Aseemanand and other co-accused persons in

the case.

16.11 (A-6) Kamal Chauhan sb Radhey Shyam Chauhan r/o Murkhera,

Depalpur, Indore Distt. was arrested on 12.02.2012 during further investigation

in the instant case. It was established that Kamal Chauhan (A-6) was a close

associate of Lokesh Sharma (A-5) (who is a chargesheeted accused in Samjhauta

blast case and Ajmer blast case). It is revealed that Kamal Chauhan (A-6),

Rajender Chaudhary Dashrath Samundar Pehaiwan and Dhan Singh

were close associates of Lokesh Sharma (A-5) at the relevant time. It is further
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revealed that Kamal Chauhan (A-6), Rajender Chaudhary Dashrath @

Samundar Pehaiwan and Dhan Singh absconded from Depalpur after the

arrest of Lokesh Sharma in May, 2010.

16.12 During the investigation, it. is revealed that Kamal (A-6) was

involved in planting the suitcase bombs in Samjhauta Express train blast on

18th Feb. 2007, alongwith other planters, namely, Lokesh Sharma (A-5),

Rajender Chaudhary (absconder) and Amit Hakia @ Prince (A-7). Kamal

Chauhan (A-6) attended a training at Bagli forest in Dewas Distt. (M.P.) in Jan.

2006 organized by Late Sunil Joshi which was also attended by Ramchandra

Kalsangra (A-3), Lokesh Sharma (A-5) and Amit Hakla (A-I), Rajender

Chaudhary etc. They were imparted training about preparation of pipe bombs

and firing of pistol. After the training, the participants decided to attack Muslim

dominated places and religious sites in order to retaliate attacks on Hindu

temples and Indian cities by Jehadi terrorist groups.

16.13 It was further revealed during investigation that ICamal Chauhan

and his co-accused persons namely Late Sunil Joshi (A-2), Lokesh Sharma (A- (

5), Amit (A-7), Rajender Chaudhary also participated in the firing practice

organized by Sunil Joshi (A-2) at Karni Singh firing range at Faridabad in April

2006,

16.14 Kamal Chauhan (A-6) was radicalized and motivated by Lokesh

Sharma (A-5) to avenge the attacks on Hindu temples and Indian cities by

Jehadi Muslim terrorist groups. The call data record (CDR) of mobile number

used by Lokesh Sharma (A-5) have been collected during the course of
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investigation which discloses the contact with the mobile number used by

Kamal Chauhan (A-6). The evidence corroborating the association of Lokesh

Sharma (A-5), Late Sunil Joshi (A-2) and Ramchandra Kalsangra (A-a> has

already submitted in the chargesheet No.03/201 1 dated 20.06.2011

16.15 In furtherance of the criminal conspiracy, before carrying out

Sarnjhauta train blast in Feb 2007, Kamal Chauhan (A-6) alongwith Rajender

Chaudhary @ Samundar conducted a reconnaissance of Jama Masjid and Old

Delhi Railway Station at Delhi during Nov./Dec., 2006 under the instruction of

Lokesh Sharma (A-5), They reached Delhi by Indore [ntercity Express on fake

names and returned on the same day after completing the assigned task. They

gave feed back to Lokesh Sharma (k’s) that there was adequate security

arrangements at Jama Masjid while there was no security available at Old Delhi

Railway Station and therefore exploding bombs in Samjhauta Express train

could be easier and safer than planting bomb at Jama Masjid.

16.16 It is revealed that on the instructions of Lokesh Sharma (A-5),

Kamal Chauhan (A-6) and Rajender Chaudhary reached Indore on 17.2,2007

and went to a room in Sarvsampan Nagar, Indore where other accused persons

namely Amit (A-7), Rajender Chaudhary and Ramchandra Kalsangra (A-3) were

already present. Ramchandra Kalsangra (A-3) delivered four suitcases, one each

to Lokesh Sharma (A-5), Amit (A-i), Rajender Chaudhary and Kamal Chauhan

(A-6) containing the TEDs which were planted later in Samjhauta Express

train.
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16.17 It was further revealed during investigation that Ramchandra

Kalsangra dropped Lokesh Sharma (A-5), Amit (A-7), Rajender Chaudhary and

Kamal Chauhan (A..6) at Indore Railway station.

16.18 The said room where the four suitcase I.E.Ds were delivered to the

planters turned out to be the room where Amit Hakia @ Prince (A-7) had stayed

in the year 2006-2007. This room was taken on rent by Ramchandra Kalsangra

(A-3) and he was paying the house rent, This is also the room where Kamal

Chauhan (A-6) had assisted co-accused Amit Hakia (A-7) in sealing the bottles

filled with inflammable fuel oil which were later used with the IEDs used in the

Samjhauta Express blast.

16.19 It was further revealed during the investigation that Lokesh Sharma

(A-5), Amit (A-7J, Rajender Chaudhary and Kamal Chauhan (A-6) boarded

Indore Intercity Express train at Indore Railway Station on 17.2.2007 and

reached Nizamuddin Railway Station next morning on 18.2.2007, from where

they took a local train and reached Old Delhi Railway Station.

16.20 It was revealed during investigation that the planters stayed in the

dormitory room at Old Delhi Railway Station and reached the platform from

where Samjhauta Express train was scheduled to depart.

16.21 The planters reached Jaipur by train after planting the bomb in

Samjhauta Express train and then to Indore by bus.
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16.22 It is evident that Kamal Chauhan (A-6) had run away with

Rajender Chaudhary Samundar immediately after the arrest of Lokesh

Sharma in May, 2010 apprehending his arrest if Lokesh Sharma (A-5) disclosed

about his involvement in Samjhauta Express blast case.

16.23 The role of Lokesh Sharma (A-5) against whom chargesheet was

laid in the instant case by NIA on 20.6.2011 for criminal conspiracy has been

further found to extend to the planting of suitcase bomb in Samjhauta Express

train on 18.2.2007, He was the mentor of Kamal Chauhan (A-6) and Rajender

Chaudhary, the other two planters of the bombs in Samjhauta Express train.

Now the role of Lokesh Sharma (A-5) in instant case has surfaced as a planter of

the bomb in the train. Lokesh Sharma (A-5) alongwith other co-accused persons

attended bomb training in Bagli in Jan 2006. His participation in Karni Singh

firing range at Faridabad with other co-accused persons is established by the

relevant entries made in the register of the firing range.

16.24 The role of (A-I) Amit Hakla @ Prince @ Ashok @ Ashwin @ Sunny

as one of the planters of the suitcase bomb in Samjhauta Express train on

18.2.2007 has emerged during investigation. Amit Hakia (A-7) was a close

associate of the mastermind Late Sunil Joshi (A-2) , who lived in Dewas (M.P.) in

the year 2006 and then in Indore till Oct. 2008. Thereafter, Amit (A-I) lived in

Sarvsampan Nagar, Indore in a rented room. His monthly house rent was paid

by accused Ramchandra Kalsangra (A-3). This room was used for the sealing of

the bottles filled with inflammable fuel oil. Amit’s stay in this rented house, his

association with other co-accused persons such as Ramchandra Kalsangra

(A-3), Lokesh Sharma (A-5) and his participation in the sealing of bottles filled
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with inflammable fuel oil indicates to the facts that the assembling of the

bombs (TED) in that room which were later planted in Samjhauta train on

18.02.2007.

16.25 The association of Amit Hakla (A-7) with mastermind Late Sunil

Joshi (A-2) and Ramchandra Kalsangra (A-3) is evident. The conspiracy hatched

by the coaccused persons Asimanand (A-i), Late Sunil Joshi (A-2), Ramji (A-3),

Sandeep Dange (A-4), Lokesh Sharma (A-5), Amit (A-7)etc. and the selection of

Samjhauta Express train as one of the targets of exploding bombs in order to

achieve the objective of retaliating against the attacks on Hindu Temples by

inflicting casualties on the Muslim population has already surfaced during the

previous investigation done by NIA in the case. This has already been mentioned

in detail in the chargesheet No. 03 dated 20.06.2011 filed before the Hon’ble

Court, Panchkula.

16.26 It was further revealed that a secret meeting held at Gujarati

Dhramshala, Jaipur in Nov., 2005 where different tasks were assigned to carry

out the execution of their plan was attended by Late Sunil Joshi (A-2), Ramji 41
(A-3), Lokesh Sharma (A-5) Samundar (absconder) and others. The booking of

room in the name of Manoj Sunil Joshi on 03.11.2005 has been established.

16.27 Thus the following facts have been disclosed during further

investigation u/s 173(8) Cr.P.C. of the case:

i. The names of the planters — Kamal Chauhan (A-6), Lokesh Sharma

(A-5), Amit Hakia (A-I) and Rajender Chaudhary @ Samundar has

emerged during further investigation.
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Travel of the above planters from Indore to Old Delhi Railway Station

through Intercity Express in fake names, their booking of beds in

deluxe dormitory No.14 at Old Delhi Railway Station and their escape

route have transpired.

iii. The role of Lokesh Sharma (A-5) in sending Kamal Chauhan (A-6)and

Rajender Chaudhary to Delhi to carry out reccee in Dec. 2006,

instructing Kamal Chauhan (A-6) and Rajender Chaudhary to come to

Indore on 17.2.2007 and taking delivery of the suitcase bombs at

Sarvsampan Nagar, Indore to be planted in Samjhauta Express train

on 18.2.2007 and reaching Old Delhi Railway station with the other

three planters, namely, Kamal Chauhan (A.6), Amit Hakla (A-7) and

Rajender Chaudhary from Indore for planting the above bombs were

also revealed during investigation.

iv. The room in Sarvsampan Nagar, Indore where the TEDs were

assembled and later delivered to the planters was identified.

v. The agreement between the participants of Bagli bomb training in

Jan. 2006 after the training to” be ready for attacks on Muslims and

Muslim religious sites CC and the discussion on probable sites to

achieve the objective of inflicting maximum casualties to the Muslims

was revealed during further investigation; the training was attended

by Late Sunil Joshi (A-2), Lokesh Sharma (A-5), Ramji Kalsangra (A-3),

Amit (A-7), Kamal (A-6), Samundar and few others.

vi. The Maruti Omni Van of Ramchandra Kalsangra (A-3) used for

transporting the planters from Sarvsampan Nagar, Indore to Old Delhi

Railway Station was identified and seized.
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vii. It was revealed that when above accused persons returned from Old

Delhi Railway Station to Sarvsampan Nagar Indore after planting the

bombs in Samjhauta Express train (on 19.02.2007), then Sandeep

Dange fA-4) had discussed with Lokesh Sharma (A-5) as to why other

two bombs( out of four) did not explode. This reveals the knowledge,

intent and the involvement of Sandeep Dange (A-4) in assembling the

TEDs and the deployment of planters in the instant case and acting as

a guide to the perpetrator of the crime.

viii. The motive of attacking Muslims and Muslim religious sites to avenge

the attack on Hindu temples and Indian cities by Jehadi Islamic

terrorist organizations was further corroborated.

16.28 The findings of the forensic science laboratory reports have already

been mentioned in detail in the chargesheet No.03/2011 in this case filed on

20.06,2011. During the further investigation, after taking the approval from the

Hon’ble Court, the material exhibits of the case were sent to CFSL, Hyderabad

for comparative examination with the material exhibits of Mecca Masjid blast,

Ajmer blast, Malegaon blast (2008), Modasa blast and Malegaon blast of 2006

on 2.12.2011. The CFSL report is awaited.

16.29 The investigation so far conducted thus has revealed that a group of

persons including but not limited to accused (A-i) Naba Kumar Sarkar @

Swami Asimanand, (A-2) Late Sunil Joshi Manoj @ Guruji,(A-3) Ramchandra

Kalsangra @ Ramji @ Vishnu Patel, (A-4) Sandeep Dange @ Teacher, (A—5)

Lokesh Sharma @ Ajay @ Kalu, (A-6) Kamal Chauhan and (A-7) Amit Hakia @
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Prince belonging to the majority religious community in India were agitated and
perturbed over the attacks on Hindu temples, cities and towns by the Islamic
terrorist groups. In order to retaliate such attacks, the accused persons
conspired to target the Muslim population and Muslim religious sites with a
common object, intention and motive to inflict maximum causalities to Muslim
lives and damage to their properties. Attari Express Train no, 4001 Up also
known as the Samjhauta Express, which was used mostly by the Indian and
Pakistani Muslims to visit their relatives in the neighboring country, was
deliberately chosen by the accused persons as the target to achieve their
objective of inflicting maximum causalities to the Muslim population. In
furtherance of the conspiracy, they decided to carry out the blasts by planting
suitcase bombs carrying inflammable materials to ensure that the ensuing fire
after the blast engulfs most of the passengers in the coaches, thereby causing
maximum causality. The accused collected SIM cards, Mobile Phones,
explosives, detonators and other material required for execution of their plan.
They were trained to assemble bombs! firing to achieve the target.

16.30 The accused (A-6) Kamal Chauhan and (A-7) Amit @ Prince
conspired, planned, and executed with other accused/suspects. They planted
bombs in Samjhauta Express train alongwith other co—accused persons on
18.2.2007. The intention of the accused behind their activities was to strike
terror in the minds of people thereby causing thereat to the security and
integrity of the country.

16.31 The investigation has established that the arrested accused
persons, (A-5) Lokesh Sharma @ Ajay Tiwari @ Ajay @ Kalu, (A-i) Nabakumar
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Sarkar Swami Asimanand @ Swami Omkaranand Ramdas, (A-6) Kamal

Chauhan and other accused persons, known dead and absconding, namely,

(A-4) Sandeep Dange @ Paramanand @ Vasudev @ Ashwini, (A-a) Ram

Chandrakalsangra Kalsangra @ Ramji @ Man Singh Vishnu Patel Omji,

(42) Late Sunil Joshi Guruji @ Manoj Joshi Manoj Singh @ Manoj, (47)

Amit, Rajender @ Samundar and other suspected persons, from the period

2003 onwards, all of them, deeply angered by a spate of terrorist attacks

committed by Jihadi terrorists with cross-border support on Hindu temples and

Hindus in India, conspired amongst themselves and with each other during the

period between 2005 and 2007 with the motive of avenging such Jihadi Muslim

terrorist acts by committing terrorist acts on Muslim places of worship and

other places densely populated by Muslims in India and in Samjhauta Express.

in furtherance of said criminal conspiracy, they contacted, communicated,

transported, met, planned, prepared, and in various manner motivated, assisted

and facilitated each other and acted in several ways in concert amongst

themselves towards furthering and fulfilling the object of the criminal

conspiracy as aforesaid, including the bombing of Samjhauta Express, on that

fateful night of 18th Feb, 2007 which resulted in the death of 68 persons and

injuries and hurt, simple and grievous, to 12 other persons, who were travelling

in the said train and thereby have committed offences punishable u/s 120B,

302, 307, 326, 324 ,124A, 438,440 of IPC and Sec.3,4 & 6 of Explosive

Substances Act,1908, 150, 151, 152 of Railways Act, 3,4 of Prevention of

damage of Public Property Act and Sec.13,16,17, 18,19 & 23 of UA(P) Act

1967 (Amendment Act 2008).
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16.32 Investigation clearly disclosed that the terrorist blasts in Samjhauta

Express, Mecca Masjid, Ajmer Sharif were carried out by the accused persons in

pursuance to a criminal conspiracy as mentioned above wherein accused

Asimanand (A-i) played a crucial role and provided financial assistance and

support to accused Late Sunil Joshi (A-2) towards fulfillment of the criminal

conspiracy. Late Sunil Joshi (A-2) alongwith other co-accused travelled to

different places, including but not limited to, Shabridham, Indore, Faridabad,

various places in Jharkhand, West Bengal, Bihar, UP, MP, etc. and organized,

meetings, aiding and deriving aid from different persons including accused (A-4)

Sandeep Dange and (A-3) Ramji Kalsángra,(A-5) Lokesh Sharma, (A-6) Kamal

Chauhan, (A-7) Amit for the purpose of coordination, planning and preparatory

efforts for taking the criminal conspiracy towards its objectives for taking

different purposes/aspects of the criminal conspiracy as aforesaid so that the

identities of one team of accused are not known to the others and for the

reason that Late Sunil Joshi (A-2) should remain as the fulcrum of the criminal

conspiracy with each team of accused to be coordinated by and only through

him.

16.33 Thus the investigation has disclosed that accused Kamal Chauhan

(A-6) and Amit @ Prince (A-7) during the period between 2005-07, not only

conspired among themselves but also with others / actively abetted other

accused in the commission of terrorist acts including in the instant case by

planting the bombs in the Samjhauta Express train on 18.02.207.

16.34 The sanction for prosecution U/s 196 Cr.PC, u/s 45(1) of Unlawful

Activities (prevention) Act, 1967 and sanction for prosecution U/s 7 of Explosive
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Substance Act, 1908, Government of India, New Delhi has been issued vide

order No. 11034/ 16/2010.-IS.Vl (IV) dated 08th August 2012, Ministry of Home

Affairs and is enclosed.

16.35 All these offences have been committed within the jurisdiction of this

Hon’ble Court. Hence, this Honrble Court has got jurisdiction to try the above

offences,

16.36 That it is respectfully adverted to the attention of this Hon’ble Court

that the arrested accused Naba Kumar Sarkar @ Swami Asimanand (A-i) and

Lokesh Sharma (A5) and Kamal Chauhan (A-6) are presently lodged in

Central Jail, Ambala under the judicial remand of the Honbie Spi Judge NIA

Cases Haryana, Panchkula. The accused Naba Kumar Sarkar @ Swami

Asimanand (A-i) and Lokesh Sharma (A-5) are also facing trial in

Cr.No.04/2011/ NIA-DLI for their involvement in the Ajmer Sharif l3omb Blast

of 11th October, 2007 and Mecca Masjid blast of Cr. No. RC 02/2011/NIA-DU

dated 06/04/2011, while the other accused person namely Ramchandra

Kalsangra (A-3), Sandeep Dange (A-4) and Amit (A-7) are absconding. Iii
Accused Sunil Joshi (A-2) is dead. A memo of abatement of proceedings against

Sunil Joshi (A-2) has also been filed alongwith the chargesheet.

17. Therefore it is respectfully prayed that this Hon’ble Court may be pleased

to take cognizance of the offences as contained in this supplementary Charge

sheet filed U/s Section 173 of Cr.P.C. read with Section 43-D Clause 2 of the

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act 1967, and issue due processes against the

accused persons (A-6) Kamal Chauhan Bhai Saab @ Badrinarayan @ Lucky
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@ Vijay and (A-7) Amit Ashok @ Prince @ Sunny @Amit Totla @ Ashwani

Chauhan in accordance with law so that prosecution against them is started at

the earliest.

17.1 Accused Lokesh Sharma (A-5) has been chargesheeted in the instant

case on 20.06.2011 committed offences punishable u/s 120B r/w 302, 307,

326, 324, 124 A, 438,440 of IPC and Sec,3,4 & 6 of Explosive Substances

Act,1908, 150, 151, 152 of Railways Act, 3,4 of Prevention of damage of Public

Property Act and Sec. 13,16,17,18,19 & 23 of UA(P) Act 1967 (Amendment Act

2008). However, it reveals during the further investigation u/s 173(8) Cr.P.C.,

that his role was not limited to conspiracy only, but also the main planter of the

bombs in the Samjhauta Express train on 18.02.2007. Therefore Lokesh

Sharma (A-5) has committed offences punishable u/s 120-B, 302, 307,

326, 324, 124-A, 438,440 of IPC and Sec.3,4 & 6 of Explosive Substances

Act,1908, 150, 151, 152 of Railways Act, 3,4 of Prevention of damage of

Public Property Act and Sec. 13,16,18 & 23 of UA(P) Act 1967

(Amendment Act 2008). Cognizance may kindly be taken accordingly.

18. Charge

a) Kamal Chauhan s/o Radhey Shyam Chauhan

committed offences punishable u/s 120B, 302,307, 326, 324, 124-A,

438,440 of IPC and Sec.3,4 & 6 of Explosive Substances Act, (1908), 150,

151, 152 of Railways Act, 3,4 of Prevention of damage of Public Property Act

and Sec.13,16, 18 & 23 of UA(P) Act 1967 (Amendment Act 2008).
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b) Amit Hakia (i Prince @ Sunny @ Ashok Ashwani @ Hakia s/o not

known committed offences punishable u/s 120B, 302, 307, 326, 324,124-

A,438,440 of IPC and Sec,3,4 & 6 of Explosive Substances Act (1908), 150,

151, 152 of Railways Act, 3,4 of Prevention of damage of Public Property Act

and Sec.13,16, 18 & 23 of UA(P) Act 1967 (Amendment Act 2008).

19. Despatched on

20. No. of enclosures

21. List of enclosures

(1) Witnesses examined

(Ii) List of documents

(iii) List of articles

(iv) Prosecution Sanction by MHA GOl

Forwarded by

<•

Solomon Yuh Kumar Minz, rs
d GMt$1 o( Po.

Ay

09.08.2012

As per annexure A, B, C, D

Separate list attached as Annexure-A

Separate list attached as Annexure-B

Separate list attached as Annexure-C

Annexure-D

Submitted

Signatu eofl.O

VISHAL GARG
Addi. Superintendent o Police
National Investigation Agency

Ministry of Home Affairs
Nc v Do
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